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This document provides instructions for executing the 3-pass DataExpress process to produce the report of 
records requested for Pick-A-Prof.  The final output reflects a single row per course with a columnar count of 
records per grade.  For example:  How many students in the course received and A.  Also included are a counts 
of DROPS and total number of records by course that match the filter criteria.  Flexibility is built in to provide 
the college the option of excluding or including by various criteria. 

STEP 1 – Pulls initial cohort of all records matching the filtering critiera 

1. From the DataExpress Main menu, choose option 2 - RUN. 
2. RUN procedure name SM6004-1S. 
3. RUN procedure from local catalog (Y/n)? N. 
4. Catalog GROUP name:   INFORM. 
5. Catalog ACCOUNT name:  PLIB. 
6. Enter the password for the SM database. 
7. Enter the filtering criteria that will limit the output to those records you wish to display on your report.  

The values will be different for each college.  Examples below.   
a. YRQ:   A783  (list the YRQ for which you wish to extract records) 
b. ENR:   GE 10 (this is a first run limit to exclude classes with enrollment under 10) 
c. CI-DEPT-DIV:   NE CE@ (might be used if you wish to exclude Continue Ed and those course ID’s 

begin with CE) 
d. CI-COURSE-NUM:  NE 0@ (might be used if you wish to exclude all courses below the 100 level)  
e. SECT:  (likely left blank, but can be used to exclude courses with specific section numbers) 
f. GRADE:  A to F, W, WZ  (CRITICAL – Enter “A TO F” to include that grade range.  Then, enter any 

grades that are considered to be associated with DROPS) 
NOTE:  The GRADE column is computed so that A+,A,A-, etc will all be reported by just 
entering “A”. 

8. Download/save/append (D/s/a)?  S 
9. Save the file as GRADECT in your local group. 

STEP 2 – Rolls up the records retrieved in step 1 to a single row by course/sect. 

1. From the DataExpress Main menu, choose option 2 - RUN. 
2. RUN procedure name SM6004-2S. 
3. RUN procedure from local catalog (Y/n)? N. 
4. Catalog GROUP name:   INFORM. 
5. Catalog ACCOUNT name:  PLIB. 
6. Download/save/append (D/s/a)?  S 
7. Save the file as GRADECT3 in your local group. 



STEP 3 – Saves the one line per course/sect from step 2 as a single record and allows filtering on the record 
count per class.  This allows you to further limit the classes displayed by the number of records that match the 
filtering criteria in step 1. 

1. From the DataExpress Main menu, choose option 2 - RUN. 
2. RUN procedure name SM6004-3R. 
3. RUN procedure from local catalog (Y/n)? N. 
4. Catalog GROUP name:   INFORM. 
5. Catalog ACCOUNT name:  PLIB. 
6. Enter filtering criteria for TOT-RECORDS.  TOT-RECORDS is the sum of A,B,C,D,F, and DROP grades per 

course/sect. 
a. EXAMPLE:  TOT-RECORDS GE 10.   

NOTE:  While this appears to be the same as ENR, it is not.  ENR is the total enrollment 
of the class.  TOT-RECORDS is the number for a particular class that match your filter 
criteria.  For Pick-A-Prof, several colleges are choosing to filter down to TOT-RECORDS 
GE 10. 

 


